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The Artistry of Handwork is dedicated to artisans for whom handwork is
worship, creative expression and earnings. It is a collection of random
images that gives the viewers joy at the sight of the simple beauty of
hand work. The images depict crafting, weaving and other forms of
artisanship.The silent, almost prayer-like meditative moments during
production add to the many faceted worth of a crafted object.

• The nature of crafts production in India is both ephemeral
and resilient. India’s crafts journey resembles the progress
of a river from the mountains to the ocean, picking up
material, depositing some, changing course, disappearing
underground to surface somewhere else. Yet the tradition
continues forever.The book presents a bird’s eye view to the
vast ocean of beautiful handwork.
• This handy book contains vibrant illustrations and
academically rich content as an atlas of India’s crafts,
handmade textiles and traditional arts,
covering India’s cultural history.
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